
PRICING GUIDE

The Base Package
I will be with you for a full day to capture every moment of your wedding day! This includes both the ring

ceremony/temple exit, as well as the reception. You’ll receive a 3-8 minute “Highlight” video with desired music, as

well as a 5-15 minute “Director’s Cut” video with no music, so you can listen to those priceless moments on the

special day. $1400

Single Package
This is a great package for covering a single event such as a reception, party, bridal shower, reunion, etc. You’ll

receive a 2-5 minute “Highlights” video put to your choice of music, as well as all the raw footage put into an

extended cut without music. $700

The Full Package
Capture every phase of this special time of your life. This package includes EVERYTHING! Engagements, bridals, and

even the full wedding day. Each video shoot will be individually scheduled and shot. You will receive 2 “Highlight”

videos, of which each video will be 3-8 minutes long and put to music. You will also receive a “Director’s Cut” video

focusing on the special raw moments of the day. This video is perfect for a “Family Home Video” to remember the

special day, and all that was said and felt. $2200

Bridals, First Looks, and Engagements
We will spend up to 5 hours directing and shooting at your desired location (We are happy to give suggestions!).

For any of these options, you will receive a 2-5 minute video put to music. $800

THE FINE PRINT

To reserve a shooting date, a $150 deposit is required in advance. If location is out of the Salt Lake, Heber, Ogden,

or Utah valleys, compensation will be required for traveling costs. The above packages and pricing do not include

any supplemental lighting or special audio equipment outside of my current gear.  The equipment we use will be

very suitable for most all lighting conditions, although results may vary.  Audio recording will be typical “party

atmosphere” level of quality.  Specialized lighting & audio equipment is available at additional cost. As Utah

weather can be hard to predict, if you re-schedule ahead of time due to weather, there will be no charge.  If the

event gets cut short due to rain, we’ll pro-rate the cost based on the % of the day that was covered, assuming a

4-hour minimum.

If you feel none of these packages meet the requirements of your unique situation, give me a text, call, or email,

to schedule a free consultation, and we will figure out how we can best help you!

(801)441-9793

tuckerjohnson100@gmail.com




